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Abstract
Progranvning is studied as an evolutionary process ~tarting with the problem description and ending with some
computer program), which is done in a sequence of transformation steps. Nature of these steps at several levels
is illustrated by typical examples . The aim is to arrive
at a computer-surveyed, intuition-controlled programming
support system (CIPS). Some aspects of this project,
which is under way at the Technical University of Munich
Informatics Institute, are discussed.
Introduction

Programming needs discipline. This is what we should
have learned from the 'software crisis'. More precisely:
Programming as a process can .be done in an orderly way,
step by step, applying rules safely - under control of
intuition. The programming process leads safely from the
problem description (the "contract"), to the fully operative, operationally ameliorated form that is handed
over finally to · the compiler, i.e. to the computing system. This has been demonstrated by the discipleship of
'Structured programming' and of 'Proving program correctness' . The following lecture should contribute more universally to these efforts.

Over the last years, the Marktoberdorf Summer School has
.been a place where people tried to uncover the mysteries
of programming. Progranming on the way from the diletMETAMORPHOSES
tantism of a home-made 'trickology' 11 to a scientific
=============
discipline: this has been the general theme of many of
the lectures by Dijkstra, Hoare, Dahl, Perlis, Brinch
Hansen, Randell, Wirth, Ershov, Griffiths, Gries and
others 2 >.
Discipline means 'a method of teaching'. Programming has
to be learned. Programming as a scientific discipline
means: Programming can be taught , progranming is to be
taught. Programming is not trivial. Taki ng into account
on the one hand the vast masses of unskilled progranvners
that the hasty building of the computer industry has
raised, on the other hand a typical pure mathematicians
attitude "I think programming has no problems", we have
to face the fact that education (of students and society) is our most important duty.
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Several. of my bl.ind spots

~ere 1'e1TVIJed as I we
?.earning these things
D.E. Y.nuth

Styles of Programming
Assume, a master in computer science (having just got his
degree) is asked to produce a program for the factorial.
It can be expected that the word factorial rings a bell
in his intellectual apparatus . Quite likely, the program
he produces looks like this 11
proc fact = (nat n) nat :
fvar nat y := n, var nat z .- 1 ;
(I)
while y > 0 do z := z >< y; y := y - 1 od ;
z

The term was coined by W. L. van der Poel 1962 [1)
In particular, [2] . . . [13], (29], [35] . .. [40]
11

J

For the sake of comparison, a notation similar to
ALGOL 68 is used everywhere . nat denotes non-negative
integers, rand J denote begil and end. Other nor.orthodox constructs like s1mu taneousassignments are
used somewhere . var is used in the sense of PASCAL.
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A mathematician, given the same order, may produce some- and a third one the following
thing like
_proc mod = (nat a, nat b) nat :
1 if n = 0
fact(n) = {
(V)
if a~ b then mod (a - b, b)
fact(n - 1) x n otherwise
else a
fi
Why the difference?
and still a fourth will arrive at

The mathematician does not know to program in the style
of (I), and he may not even realize that he has written
a program, which reads in ALGOL 68 notation
proc fact = (nat ri) nat :
if n = 0 then 1
else fact(n - 1)

"the number x, 0 ~ x < b such that a= m x b + x
for some number m"
which would be formalized to

x

n

fi

which is essentially the same as

(W)

proc fact = (nat n) nat :
(M)
if n > 0 then fact(n - 1)
else 1

x

1>

proc mod = (nat a, nat b) nat :
l nat x : ( 3 nat m : a = mxb+x

A

O<__x<b)

What does the difference mean? It means that a progranrner
trained in the use of flow-charts reads the problemdescription in the following way : "Take b away fro:, a
if this is possible, and· dcr tins again". In doing so he
assumes a ' program variable' to hold the i ntermediate
va 1ues. So does the cl-ass i ca 1 ALGOL progranrner, who reads
the problem desc r iption as follows:
"x ii initially a . As long as x is greater or eq:ial b,
subtract b from it".
Version (V) could be produced by a mathematician who is
trained in reducing a solution to a simpler case of the
same problem. Version (W), finally, would be found in
most modern textbooks of e1ementary a1gebra or nu:nber
theory, it is a formal definition of the problem.

n
fi

W~at is now the difference? Is there any substantial
d1ff~rence between (I) and (M)? Before going into this,
we discuss a few other examples:
If the problem is posed:
"determine the remainder of the division of a by b,
where b is nonzero" somebody may arrive at the flowchart

This definition may at first glance not seem to be operational, although it is: The interval (0, b - 1] contains a finite number of elements, and no m greater
than a will fulfill the condition ; thu s a search machine will find the solution x once it is established
that x is uniquely defined.
(T)

But such an operational solution is usually considered
to be too cumbersome: Once it has been shown that the
version (V) is equivalent to (W), a HERBRAND - KLEENE ~>
machine will produce the solution more efficienth than
the search machine.
·

else
then
b

Again, the recursion in (V) is of such a special form
that it can be transformed equivalently into the iterative form (U}.

and somebody e1se wi 11 write
11

The symbol l means "this one .. . , which fulfills
"
Its use is only allowed if the element is uniquely defined (b· * 0 is necessary and sufficient! ) . The sy~bol was introduced by ACKERMANN; ZUSE used it 1545 in
his PLANKALKOL (14) .
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Instead of KLEENE's defini t ion of 1936 [15], it
suffices to ta ke the si mpler machine using the socalled 'full substitution rule', see for example [16].

proc mod = (nat a, nat b) nat :
f var nat x : = a ;
(U)
w~ile X ~ b do X := X - b od;
X

J

2

The examples show: Preoccupation and knowledge about
operative solutions, even knowledge of preferred machine
functions - which are effects of training - influence
progranming style. Someone who finds the style of (T)
or (U) suitable to express directly what he thinks he
understood to be the problem, is fully justified in useing this style. But somebody who says: "Let me think: I
would use a variable and subtract repeatedly ... " is not
formalizing the problem, he is formalizing a hazy solution to the problem - which may be wrong.
The counsel is therefore: Start 'With the problem and
fo1'1r1.lize it by defini ng it to a sufficient degree of
precision, and ch not try to jump into a solution.
But I hear people saying: How do we proceed to a solution? A program written in the style of (W) will not be
acceptable to any compiler: even a program written in
the style of (V), I have been taught, is recursive and
should be avoided. The answer is : There are safe ways
leading from (W) to (V) and from (V) to (U) - and, of
course, from (U) to (T). The latter is obvious. We shall,
however, discuss in some detail the first two steps.
Properties defining recursion and their derivation

=

i

-nat

a-

x:

b =

3

mx

-nat

b +

J

seems to be appropriate. However,
proc gcd = (nat a, nat b) nat :
(B)
if b > 0 then gcd (b, mod (a,b))
fi
else a

m

x

-nat x : 3 -nat m:
a= (m + 1) x b + x
= i nat x: 3 nat n:
a = n x b + x

The Euclidean algorithm, for example, may be form~lated:
"Stlrting witl'I a and b , form a sequence by ad~oining
repeatedly the remainder of the penultimate elemert divided by the list element, until zero is reached" . Although the use of a data structure 'sequence' wou ld more
dire!=tly correspond to this description, an itera t ive
pro9ram

u

A

Os

x<

b

i

=

levels, this is more generally known: Nobody would try
to obtain this amelioration from (U) or on the flo~ diagram level. Thus, even when a problem seems to be stated
"naturally" in the style of flow-chart progra11111ing or
classical ALGOL, it 111ay be worthwhile to fonnulate it
'on h; gher levels' , in . order to be ab le to -come to more
efficient solwtions.

mod (a - b, b)

This can be done quite formally :
mod (a-b,b) =

The counsel is: When ameliclration is sought for, i;
showZd not be tl'ied ct toO' l()t,) a Zevei. At still lower

proc 9cd = ( na t a , na t b) na t :
f var nat U := a, var nat V . := b ;
(A)
while v > 0 do (u,v) := (v,mod (u,v)) od;

In order to proceed from (W) to (V), we first have to
establish the property
a~ b implies mod (a,b)

Operationally, this is considerable gain over (V): a reduction in the number of repetitions from m to t r.e order 2 log m. Could we hav~ derived this improved versioft as easily from (V) directly, i.e. without exp l icitly using the properties expressed in (W)? It seems to be
essootial to start with th~ version (W).

A

Os x <

b

does not only show much more si11ply the essence of the
algorithm, it also has no sequential hazards:

A Os x < b

mod (a,b).

Secondly, we have to prove termination: Since b * O,
we have b > 0 and thus, the Archimedian property of
the numbers guarantees that a - .m x b < b for some m.
Usually, however, one does this proof intuitively.
Formalizing the problem description does not seem to be
of great importance when doing the step from (W) to (V).
The gain lies in the choice of the property we derive,
and this choice is done intuitively. After formalization,
however, the actual confirmation can be reduced to mechanical checking. This shows already the essential cooperation between intuition and mechanical performance
in the programming process. The gain beco~es more obvious when we are able to derive from (W) another property, namely

In (A), most prograllllllers feel somewhat uneasy aboJt the
reswlt: Is it u or is it v , that gives the result
upon termination? Why is it not v? Most people try to
decide this by simulating some steps of the sequential
process. (Of course, it can not be v , since v is 2.ero upon termination by definition).
Why should we in spite of this continue with the descriptive form

(C)

proc gcd = (nat a, nat b) nat :
i nat x
xla A xlb A
(V z : zla A zlb)

It shows i11111edia~ly the commutativity of a and b in
gcd(a,b) and the associativity of a,b and c in
gcd(a, gcd(b,c)); while the first could also be ~erived
easily from (!1), to derive the second from ( B) 1~: l d be
a difficult task.
Moreover, it produces variants like
1
;

mod (a,b)

= . mod (mod (a, 2

x

b), b)

It takes a few more steps (which are left to the reader)
to demonstrate this result. Termination will also be
shown, and we arrive at the program (due to P. PEPPER):

proc gcd = (nat a, nat . b)
if a> b then
(BB)
elsf a< b then
else

proc mod = (nat a, nat b) nat :
if a ;::: 2 x b then mod (mod (a,2 x b) ,b)
(VV)
elsf a~ b
then mod (a - b,b)
else a
fi

nat :
gcd (a-b, b)
gcd (a, b-a)
a

fi

(which st i 11 shows the SY11111etry, but fails to te_rmi na te
for a= 0 or b = O!)
3

or

The general scheme for this transformation for procedures without parameters and results is (see DIJKSTRA

proc gcd = (nat a, nat b) nat :
if b > 0 then if a
(BBB)

else a

2:

[13])

b then gcd (a-b,b)
else gcd (b, a) .f!
fi

(which works also for a= Dor b = 0 and is not so far
from (8)).
This demonstrates that the derivation of recursive programs from a descriptive form like (C) has to be done
with care also as far as termination is concerned. (Replacing in (BBB) the condition a 2: b by the condition a> b is deadly!) More protection against mistakes can be obtained by using the idea of Dijkstra's
'guarded commands' ([36], (42]):

proc

F

proc F

= : if

=:

8

then

s

F

fi

while 8 do Sod

For procedures with parameters and results,one obtains
proc F = (~ A) .e.. :
if S[A] then S; F(A')
else p (A) fi

t

proc gcd = (nat a, nat b) nat :
if a> b Ab> 0 then gcd (a-b,b)
O b>a
then gcd (b,a)
O a= b vb= O then a
fi

proc F = (~ A) .e.. :
rvar ~ Y := A
while B[Y] do S; Y := Y'

od ;

p(Y)

TECHNIQUES
I have aZways feZt that the
transforrrr:ztion from reaursion
to iteration is one of the
rrost fundamentaZ aonaepts of
aomputer saienae
D.E. Knuth

where A and pare (composite) types and A the (composite) parameter, A' means an expression in A, Y'
the same expression in Y.
The iterative normal form thus consists of three parts:
initialization, repetition, result indicalion. Note
that every variable introduced in this way is initialized. The occurrence of uninitialized variable declarations frequently indicates bad prograllVlling style.
Our program (M), however, does not allow this transition. Instead, we consider a related program:

Transition between Recursive and Iterative Notation
The transition between recursive and iterative notation
is the story of looming and vanishing of 'program variables'. Certain selfrecursive definitions like (V) or
(B) allow direct transition to iterative notation, introducing as many program variables as there are parameters and using a simultaneous assignment modelled after the actual parameter expressions in the recursive
definition. For example, (V) is equivalent (by definition!) to
proc mod = ( na t a, na t b) na t :
r(var nat x, var nat y) := (a,b) ;
while x 2: y do (x,y) := (x-y,y) od;
X

J

proc fact = (nat n) nat: fac(n,1),
= (nat n, nat m) nat :
(MM)
if n > 0 then fac(n-1, mx n)
else m
fi
£!:9.£ fac

It allows transition to the following iterative notation
proc fact = (nat n) nat :
r(var nat y, ~ nat z) := (n,l);
(II)
wh i 1e y > 0 do (y, z) : = (y-1, zxy) od;

J

z

and (B) equivalent to
proc gcd = (nat a, nat b) nat :
r (Var na t U , Var na t V) : = (a , b)
while v > 0 do (u,v) .- (v, mod (u,v)) od;
u

from which (U) and (A), resp., differ only in d~~ails:
The initialization is broken up. Moreover, in (1)1, no
variable is needed for the second parameter which remains constant under recursion.

J

From this, (I) will be obtained by breaking up initialization and by sequentializing the repeated assign~ent:
Note that the order of the two single assignments specified in (I) is the only correct one!
The transition above falls under the general scheme
proc F = (~ A) £. : G (A")
proc G = (.!!_ Y) .e._ :
if B[Y] then S; G (Y')
else p (Y)
fi

J

proc F = (_~ A) £. :
fvar l!. Y := A"
while B[Y] do S; Y .- Y'

~

The COOPER transformation is one among several methods
to transform (at the expense of additional parameters \
a recursive definition to a form which is equivalent ro
an iterative form. Not all recursive definitions allov
this with the introduction of a finite number of addi·
tional parameters. Intrinsically recursive procedures
can only be treated .with the introduction of stacks instead of variables.

;

J

p (Y)

t

The COOPER Transformation as an Example for Recursion
Removal

Function Inversion
What, however, is the connection between (M) and (MM)?
When the COOPER transformation is not applicable, anTo establish it, we have to do a silly thing, called em- other
may sometimes be applied. A recursive pr:>bedding: We complicate the definition (M). of the factor- cedure method
without
formal parameters of the form
ial by introducing additional parameters which are finally kept fixed. Thus, we may write
proc F = : if B then a ; F ; B fi
proc fact = (nat n) nat : fac(n,l) ,
where a and$ are statements, can be interpreted as
proc fac = (nat n, nat m) nat :
(M')
if n > 0 then fac(n-1,m) x n
proc F = fwh i 1e B do a od ;
else m
fi
dojustasoften e od J
(STRONG 1970 [20), KROGER 1974 [21])

The only difference now is that
fac(n-1,m)

x

n in (M')

This leads to the following implementation: With the help
of an arbitrary unary operator q on objects of some
mode v, which is of order infinity for some 'initial
value'- i 0 ,

is replaced by fac(n-1, m x n) in (MM)

Is this allowed? In our special case, we may verify it
easily. There is, however, a more general rule, found
by COOPER in 1966 [17] 1 >:

v n,m

Let o denote a binary operation on natural numbers in
infix notation. Then
proc f 1 = (nat n, nat m) nat :
if n > 0 then f 1 (n-1,m) on
else m

=

fi

(a o c) o b .

1>

J

proc F = (~ A) £.. :
if B[A] then h( F(A'))
else p(A)
fi

/ :
=

{qn i 0 , n ~ 1}),

Frequently used operators q are: counting by one (~p
or down), counting by some integer, halving or doubling.
In particular, q can frequently be chosen to coincide
with some counting operation already existing in the pro- .
gram (for example, in primitive recursive functions). For
procedures with parameters and results, we may derive the
following transition scheme (note that h does not de·
pend on A!):

fi

(a - b) - c = (a - c) - b

(a / b) / c

* qm 1.0

proc F = : f var~ i .- i 0
while 8 do ( a, i : = q ( i)) od ;
while i-; i O do ( e, i : =-;- I ( i)) od

Since + and x are conrnutative and associative, they
are right-corrmutative. But - is so, too:

· and so is

n * m: qn 1.0

the number of iterations in the while-part is 'counted'
and the dojustasoften-part is repeated with inverse
counting until the initial value is reached again:

are equivalent if and only if o is right-corrvnutative:
(a o b) o c

IN ,

(and thus has an inverse q-l on

and
proc f 2 = (nat n, nat m) nat :
if n > 0 then f 2 (n-l, mo n)
else m

E

1

(a / c) / b.

proc F = (~ A) .e. :
f var~ Y := A, var~ i .- i 0 ;
whi~ B[Y) do Y := Y', i := q(i) od ;
fvar .e. Z := p(Y) ;
wh i l e i * i O do Z : = h( Z) , i : =q -1 ( i ) od ;

DARLINGTON and BURSTALL used a variant in 1973 [18,
33], MORRIS found (independently) a special case in
1971 (19].

z
5

JJ

Typically, the iterative form contains now two repetitions and the initialization of a 'result variable' before entering the second repetition.

Using this in a recursive definition similar to (VV),
we have
proc mod = (nat _ a, nat b) nat :
if a ~ b then f if mod(a,2 "b) ~ b
then mod{a,2 x b) - b
(VVV)
else mod(a,2 x b)
fi J
else a
fi

As a simple example we use (with b + O !)
proc bip = (nat a, nat b) nat :
if b > 1 then bip(a, b-1) t 2
else a
fi
This gives at first (note that a remains constant)

Here our last transition scheme is not applicable, and
we need t~e following generalization:

proc bip = (nat a, nat b) nat :
f var nat y := b, var~ i : .. i 0
while y > 1 do y := y-1, i := q{i) od;
var nat z : "' a ;
wh i 1e i + i O do z : = z t 2, i : = q- l ( i ) od ;

proc F = (! A) £. :
if B[A]

r

JJ

z

Now putting

=.!!_a_!, q(i)

~

=

J
proc

proc bip = (nat a, nat b) nat :
fvar nat i : = b ;
whi 1e i > 1 do i : = i-1 od ;
fvar nat z :=a;
while i * b doz:= z t 2, i := i+l od;

JJ

z

z

t 2,

r~

A roore difficult, however, quite interesting example is

given by (VV). Here mod occurs twice in the body of
the dcfi nit ion. l~e sha 11 see that one occurrence can be
eliminated: From the definition (W) it is clear that
mod (a, 2 x b) < 2 x b

and thus easy to show that

z
~

0

= A

proc mod = (nat a, nat b) nat :
fvar nat r := a, var nat dd
whi 1e r ~ dd do r : = r dd
nat z := r ;
while (r,dd) * (a,b)
do dd := dd/2 ;
z := if z ~ dd then
else

.- i+l od;

JJ

mod(a,b) = if mod(a, 2 x b)

JJ

Using this transition scheme, we obtain from (VVV)

r

~

Z := h(Z, Y) od

The restrictions on d , however, are stronger than the
ones we had put on q .
(Similar schemata could be derived using a method described by G. VEILLON (41].)

and thus

z

fvar ~ Y := A
while B[Y] do Y := d(Y) od ;
fvar £. Z := p(Y) ;
-1
while Y * A do Y : = d (Y)

i

.- 1

proc bip = (nat a, nat b) nat :
f var na t i : = 1 ;
var nat z : = a ;
while i * b doz:= z

F = (! A) £. :

Note: We made use of d instead of q for the func tion inversion and identified

In this special case, a further simplification is possible : the first two lines in the body of the procedure
above can be replaced by

0

(where A' = d(A) and d is injective, d-l being the
inverse on the image of d)

i-1, i 0 = b

we can identify i with y and obtain with
q-l(i) = i+l

var nat

then h{ F(A'), A)
else p(A)
fi

b then rood(a,2 x b) - b
else mod(a,2xb)
fi

6

.- b ;
. - 2 x dd od;

z - dd

z

fi

od;

JJ

This can be simplified:

Complete sequentialization is to be done with great care;
and should be done mechanically. M:zny progrcurmi,:.g rrris-

proc mod = (nat a, nat b) nat :
f var nat r := a, var nat dd :z b ;
while r ~ dd do dd :"' 2 x dd
od
(WW)
while dd + b
do dd := dd/2;
if r ~ dd then r .- r - dd fi
r

takes oaaur when sequential.ization is done hasti !y by
mental work without rrristering its aomple...-ity.

Sequentialization also destroys structure. Simu l taneous
assignments prese·rve structure 1 >. This is partic:.ilarly
seen when a subprocedure is inserted as a macro in a repetition: If (U) is inserted into (A), we obtain
proc gcd = (nat a,
~ na t
while v
(Au)
do (u,v)

od;

r

J

This is the usual program for division using binary number representation (cf. Dijkstra 1969 (EWD-249)), derived in a systematic way.

nat b) nat :
u : = a. ~ na t V : = b
>0
:= (v,f var nat x := u;
while x~v do x := x-v od;
X

u

If this is completely sequentialized to a standard
ALGOL fonn

DANGEROUS CORNERS

=================

proc gcd = (nat a, nat b) nat:
f nat U, V, X i ·

One rrrin's aonstant
is another rrrin's variable
A.J. Per'lis

u := a ;
:= . b ;

V

Sequential ization and the Danger of Destruction
The transition schemes between certain recursive and
certain iterative notations show that the one fonn is
as good as the other, apart from its appearance. When
nevertheless programming with variables is considered
to be dangerous (Variables considered harmful [22)),
then it has reasons: Progra11J11ing with variables is usually done in complete sequentialization, and sequentialization is considered harmful.

while v > 0
do x := u ;
while x ~ v
do x : = x - v od ;

(A')

U := V

v:=x

od;

J

u

Sequentialization means replacing simultaneous assignments by a succession of simple assignments. Using
auxiliary variables, this can always be done. Sometimes, then some quite relevant structure is gone, structure
that would be helpful in understanding the program.
however, some or all 1uxiliary variables can be saved,
if the simple assignments are done in the right sequenMoreover, the declaration of x is moved to tr.e begin,
ce. For example,
which means that x cannot be initialized there. It
would be much better to keep and show at least some ~ol(y I Z) ; : (y-1, Y X Z)
laterality, for example
1
can be rewritten, partly collaterally
(h 1 := y-1, h2 := yxz}; (y := h1 , z
The sequence
h1 := y-1; h2 := yxz; z := h2 ;

while v > 0
do x := u ;
(u : = v , wh i 1e x ~ v do x . - x - v ~ ;

y := h1

can be changed into

V

:= X

u

and thus shortened to
z ;: Y X

Zj

y := y- 1

The sequence
h2

.-

1>

Y X Zi h1 := y - 1; y . - h1i

can be shortened to

7

Transfonning an arbitrary, completely sequential
flow chart program into recursive form amo ~n:s to
finding a simultaneous assignment comprisi r,g all
assignments existing in one loop.

By the way, (A') should be compared with the sequential- . The Method of Invariants
ized iterative version of (BBB):
Proving correctness of programs involving progranming
variables
can be done with the help of suitable invariproc gcd = (nat a, nat b) nat
ants. This now classical method (FLOYD 1967 (23),
DIJKSTRA 1968 [24), HOARE 1969 [43), NAUR 1969 (25),
f nat U, V
KING 1969 (26)) can be demonstrated with the examples
u := a ;

(I), (U), (A):

(A")

V :•

b ;

while v > 0
do if u ~ v then u := u - v
else (u,v) := (v,u) fi od ;
u

•.

J

y "fact(y-1) equals fact(y)
fact(O) equals 1

Sharing of Variables

i,

Likewise, for (U), mod(x,b)
x :·= x -b and is mod(a,b)
x < b, mod(x,b) is finally
sult. Again, this proof uses

(var nat x, nat b)
while x ~ b do x := x-b od

=

for x ~ b
for x < b

and we get for (U)
proc mod

=

(nat a, nat b) nat
fvar nat : x := a
mod* (X, b) ; X J

Now, since mod (u, v) occurs in (A) in a simultaneous
assignrrent to (u, v), it may be replaced by fmod* (u,v);
u J, thus we obtain
proc gcd
(A"' )

=

(nat a, nat b) nat :
u := a ; var nat V := b ;
while v > 0
do ( u, V) . - (v , fmod* ( u, V) ; u j) od ;

rvar nat

J

u

Inserting now mod* , we obtain in partially sequentialized form

u := a ;
V

:= b ;

while v > 0
do while u ;'!: v
do u := u-v od
( u, V) : = ( V, U)
u

remains invariant under
originally; since finany
x, which yields the rethat

mod(x - b,b) equals mod(x,b)
mod°(x,b) equals x

which is the essence of the recursive definition (V).
Similarly (A) can be treated. (We should also consider
'the invariant of the repetition' to be quite generally
a predicate (an 'assertion'), in our case the predic3tes
zxfact(y) = fact(n) and mod(x,b) = mod(a,b), resp.)
Looking at these examples, and knowing that there is a
deep connection between iterative and recursive for~s,
we should not be surprised that finding an invariant
means finding the appropriate embedding (see (M')) of
the recursively defined procedure, and proving corrE:tness of the iterative form amounts to using the recur sive definition. (The example of the factorial shows,
that a COOPER transformation involved in the derivation
of the procedure makes no extra difficulties for the
proof process . )
Anyhow, proving program correctness is a useful and
quite practical instrument, provided a program is gi~en
that aan be assumed to be aorreat. We know, however,
that this assumption cannot be expected to be true in
the usual situation: even 'small mistakes', like writing < instead of s or y instead of x, usually
make a program totally wrong. What will happen with such
a program when the method of invariants is tried? Looking for 'the' invariant is now a difficult task, since
the 'right' invariant will not be invariant and an Expression that is invariant indeed may be hard to fi r.d and if so, is quite useless.

fnat u, v

(A'"' )

and that

This is nothing than the definition which is expressed in the program (M).

Procedures may have variables as parameters. Related to
the procedure (U) is the following procedure with one
variable parameter x which holds the result:
proc mod

In (I), zxfact(y) remains invariant under z := z xy,
y := y-1 and is lxfact(n) originally, zxfact(O) finally; thus z equals fact(n) and yields the result.
But what are we using in this proof? We use the fact
that

Moreover, proving program correctness is easy onZy if
the invariant is not hard to discover. Given a compli-

od

cated program without any additional information, finding the invariant may not be feasible with reasonable
effort.

J

While (A') uses three variables, (A'"') has only two:
mod'~ shares one variable with gcd. The reader should
note how subtle the insertion process is to be handled
when sharing of variables is aimed at. Shari~g of variables, if done with insufficient care, is 1ikely to be
the source of mistakes, too.

On the other hand the more complicated the repetition
structure -of a program is, the more it is necessary to
prove its correctness.
This seems to produce a practical conflict. We should,
however, keep in mind that we normally do not start
with a program that falls from heaven.

By the way, (A"") should be compared with (A")!
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We must develop the program and the correctness proof
together. After all, if an assertion is found to be an

invariant of an iterative program this means that a recursive definition is known and, in effect, is used as
we have seen above. This recursion could be used from
the very beginning and the corresponding iterotive form
couZd as weZZ be obtained by a series of program transforrrr:itions - correctly, if no clerical mistake is made.

The method of invariants can, however, be used to check
the correctness of the transformed result of a transformation.

Progranming as a process that is done in steps can be
easiZy understood if it presel'Ves the st:ructul'e that
exists aZready: Structured programming is structurepreserving progronuning and substructuring at the sa."'le
time. It is done by stepwise program composition, i~ is
progralTllling by action clusters, it Zeads to a system

hierarchy.
Starting bJith the probZem and ending with an efficier.t
soZution means going from the probZem, which is cor.siiered top, to the bottom of the rrrichine. Progronunir.g is
top-down program development, which sometimes needs b:r.ckt1'<lcking: in compZicated cases, progronuning means en
iterative multi-level modelling of the probZem.

It is nr:ire important to be abZe to derive a correct prothan to prove its correctness, aZthough the moraZ
vaZue of a direct correctness proof shouZd not be neThe lines above ·comprise tne· catchwords which mark the
revolution in programming that started ten years ago
gZected.
gram

A last remark about finding an invariant: If the program (WW) for binary division is given without its
systematic derivation, finding an invariant for proving
its correctness is much simplified if the program is
supplemented by a variable q and suitable assignments

(see also (27)). A programming methodology had to be developed. We tried in the foregoing to follow this doctrine and to illustrate it.

The revolution in programming was motivated by the 'software crisis' of the sixties, the fact that large software
systems showed alarming deficiencies. Analyzing the reasons, it was found that new ways were needed in teacr.ing
proc mod = (nat a, nat b) nat
programming. Teaching should not start with the mach :ne.
Teaching should be done in the same direction as the profvar nat r := a,
gram development goes: it should start with concepts nevar nat dd := b,
cessary in the problem definition, and should add step
by step the concepts needed on the way to more and more
var nat q := 0;
(WW')
efficient programs. This top-down teaching has been used
while r ;;:; dd do dd : = 2 x dd od ;
with great success at the Technical University of Munich
since 1964 (28) and is today widely replacing the former
while dd4'b do dd := dd/2, q := 2xq
teaching style 'upwards from the bit'.
if r ;;:; dd then r . - r - dd,
The next logical step is to support the programming proq . - q + 1 fi od; cess by the machine. The compiler is only the uZtira ratio, programming is a transformation process that can be
r
J done rationally, according to rules, without intellectual
hazards. Rational steps, however, can be supervised by
the machine. Program documentation, supported by the maIn this case r + q x dd is the invariant, equal to a
chine, will list all sorts of intermediate versions of
initially and r + q x b finally, with O s r < b. The
the program to be developed.
additional variable q , of course, gives the quotient!
Simple, but only if you know it beforehand.
Programming can be done, as we have seen in the first
part, in different styles. Not only does it create aversions if style is squeezed into the narrowness of a language, it is typical of good programming that refinement
is done locally to different depths. Rather than having
transitions between fixed language layers, one needs
computer-aided, intuition-controlled .e_rogramming in ,ne
Conclusion: PROGRAMMING AS A PROCESS
simpZe Zanguage,-which allows the widest possible spect=======================-=-=---------rum of style. In the foregoing sections we tried to show
what this would look like, and what particular difficulties are to be expected.
Of course! Why didn't I ever
think of that?
D.E. Knuth
The Conse uence: A Com uter-surve ed, Intuition-contro e rogramm1 ng upport ys,tem

A Revolution in Progranrning
Programning starts with a probZem and ends bJith an efficient soZution. 'To have an idea' frequentZy amounts
to finding a soZution irrespective of how inefficient it
is, and it is hard to say what is m::ire difficult: finding a soZution or refining it.

With all these points in mind, it is clear that the
transformations should be done clerically by a mach ine
and only activated by the programmer. Not only, becc'JSe
otherwise human negligence is likely to cause clerical
errors, it also has the advantage of keeping mechanically a full history of the program evolution, the best imProgranming is program deveZopment. Development goes in aginable documentation of the program. Last not least,
srrri.ZZ steps: Programrring goes stepbJise. Independent of
in the presence of a computer everything should be cJne
the architecture of the storage-controZZed machine, pro- mechanically what can be done so.
gram deveZoprnent is refinement. Thus, progranming is
done by s tep1~i se refinement.
We do not think, however, that an approach by 'programmed
heuristics' is to be followed in the first line . First,
Refinement may mean: substructuring the operations. It
the programmers intent should decide. It can be ass ~~ed
rrr:iy aZso mean: subst:r>ucturing the objects, introducing
that the prograrm,er makes use of intuitive insight, and
'data st1'uct ures '. FrequentZy, it is done by joint rewe can be certain that intuition is helpful, if not manfinement. Thus, prog1'a11ll7!ing means st:r>ucturing.
datory, if efficiency is aimed at.
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Moreover, the possiblities of applyin~ transfonnation
steps are even wider than the choice of chess moves; a
completely heuristic attitude would consume an inmense
amount of computer time and still produce miserable programs (in the sense that chess playing machines are miserable chess players, viewed from a chess professional).
There is, however, no reason to disallow proposals from
the machine for obvious transformations, simple ones and
even more complicated ones found by the machine within
some time limit using some patterns of experience. Intuition, however, should govern the major steps in the
program evolution.
For the transformations it is unimportant in what progranming language they are performed, provided the progranming language allows to express the original and the
image construct at all. Since 'descriptive' elements,
set operations, recursive data structures may play an
important role in the early transformation steps, the
language used should conceptionally cover a very wide
spectrum, wider than a single existing progranming
language does today. It seems that this spectrum is
still coverable by a union of existing dictions.
Comparatively, the notation to be used is of less importance. It can be envisaged to have ALGOL-like, PASCAL-like, formal-logic-notation-like and even FORTRANlike variants ('dialects') available to suit the cognitive patterns different people have acquired by using
the corresponding languages. Such dialects, however,
would be to fonn what KNUTH (44) and ERSHOV (29) call a
coherent family of languages. Indeed, such problems have
arisen already with the construction of a multi-language
compiler. In our case, we would like to require that the
languages are such that the computational trees (Kantorovic trees) of the same abstract construct in the different languages can all be obtained by permutations of
branches and encoding of terminal words. In this case,
the transformation from 'clear text' to attributed tree
structure belonging to that text and vice versa would be
simple. If this restriction is too severe to allow notation adaptation towards an existing progranming language,
then individual parsing and composing problems would
turn up. All existing programming dialects would have to
be augmented anyhow to mirror the full wide-spectrum
language to be used in the system. Our language design
group has abandoned the original plan to use several
layers of languages, one reason being that fixed, discrete layers are too coarse and rigid (30).
The transformations cmount to formula manipulations (in
the wider sense) carried out with programs. Besides very
general tasks, like insertion of expressions and singling out of expressions, th'ere are very specific transformations, some of which have been described above. Many other transformations are so trivial that they are
hardly recognized as such by a progranmer, e.g. replacement of bound variables. Others, for example in connection with sequentialization and collateralization, are
still the object of intense studies of our transformation group.
A third group deals with the systems aspects of the project. Their concern ranges from programing the execution of transformations in terms of modifying the attributed tree struGture to developing the set of commands
used in communication between the system and the prograrrrner as well as implementing it on a display unit.
The whole project with the nom de plume CIP, comprising
the design of an (abstract) programming language CIPL
and of the support system CIPS, has been envisaged since
the late sixties: the language design group works since
1972. For the transformations, actual studies started in
1973 (see (31)). After two years of exploration, working
plans for CIP were fixed in 1975.
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It will take years to arrive at practical results, although first tentative, limited and selected models will
work soon, since the project is embedded in the seneral
efforts of the Research Complex 49 (Software Engineering)
sponsored by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and has
help from the co~piler-compiler, the run-time systems
and the operating system group of this research complex.
The project CIP is carried out under joint guidance of
F.L. Bauer, U. Hill, R. Gnatz, K. Samelson, R. SteinbrUggen and H. Wossner, junior co-workers being at the
moment F. Geiselbrechtinger, W. Hesse, B. Krieg-ErUckner,
H. Partsch, H.-0. Riethmayer, F. Erhard, P. Pepper, M.
Wirsing. Colleagues from the Institute of Infomctics at
the Technical University of Munich and from the Research
Complex 49 have given advice and help, in particular
R. Bayer, J. Eickel, D. Gries and M. Paul.
Typically, we want to develop language, system ar.d peda- ·
gogical testing hand in hand. Furthermore, in the design
of the system, we already use the principles of evolutionary transformations that should · be supported later
by the system. Portability of the system is needed,
since the Munich computer scene is in a transiticn period. We shall, of course, take advantage of the experience made in related efforts, from B. Randell's and R.
A. Snowdon's PEARL [32J to Darlington-Burstall's system
[ 33, 34) .
We believe that the project is worthwhile: human intuition should be freed from the burden of clerical work
in order to flourish, and at the same time should be
subjected to ratiocination. This should not only turn
out to be of great help in education, it should in the
end also contribute to the quality and habits of professional programming.
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